
 
   

 

SF800AO  

coloniale
ELECTRIC VENTILATED OVEN, 60 CM,COLONIALE,
OLD BRASS FINISHING,
ENERGY RATING: A   
FUNCTIONS:

Gross capacity: 79 lt

Net volume of the cavity: 70 l

Analogic clock

Automatic end cooking program

Minute minder

Acoustic alarm

Control knobs

Temperatures: from 50°C to 250°C

1 halogen lamp (40 W)

Electrical connection rating (W): 3000 W

Energy consumption per cycle in conventional

mode: 1.15 kWh

Energy consumption per cycle in fan-forced

convection: 0.89 kWh

Frequency (Hz): 50 Hz

Current (A): 13 A

Voltage (V): 220-240 V

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

Enamelled deep tray of 40 mm

1 grid with back stop

Functions

  Main Oven

Plus Main Oven

Versions

SF800PO - CREAM, OLD BRASS FINISHING

 

 

 
 

 

SF800AO - ANTHRACITE, OLD BRASS FINISHING

SF800PO  



Main Oven 

Upper and lower element only:
a traditional cooking method best suited for single items located in the centre of the oven. the top pf the oven will always be hottest. 
Ideal for roast, fruit cakes, bread etc.

Fan with upper and lower elements:
The elements combined with the fan aim to provide more uniform heat, a similar method to conventional cooking, so pre-heat is 
required. Most suitable for items requiring slow cooking methods.

Grill element:
Using of grill gives excellent results when cooking meat of medium and small portions, especially when combined with a rotisserie 
(where possible). Also ideal for cooking sausages and bacon.

Fan with grill element:
The fan reduces the fierce heat from the grill, providing an excellent method of grilling various foods, chops, steaks, sausages etc. 
giving even browning and heat distribution, without drying out the food. The top two levels recommended for use, and the lower part 
of the oven can be used to keep items warm at the same time, an excellent facility when cooking a grilled breakfast. Half grill (centre 
portion only) is ideal for small quantities of food.

Circogas:
In gas ovens the fan distributes the heat quickly and evenly throughout the oven cavity, avoiding flavour transfer when cooking a 
number of different dishes at the same time. In electric ovens this combination completes cooking more quickly of foods that are 
ready on the surface, but that require more cooking inside, without further browning.

ECO:
The combination of the grill, fan and lower element is particularly suitable for cooking small quantities of food.

Plus Main Oven 

A:
Product drying performance, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the product family

70 litres:
The capacity indicates the amount of usable space in the oven cavity in litres.

5 different cooking levels:
The oven cavity has 5 different cooking levels.

Enamel interior:
The enamel interior of all Smeg ovens have a special antacid lining which helps keep the interior clean by reducing the amount of 
cooking grease adhering to it.

All glass inner door:
All glass inner door, a single flat surface which is simple to keep clean.

The inner door glass:
can be removed with a few quick movements for cleaning.

Triple glazed doors:
Number of glazed doors.



 

 




